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LINC 5 CLB Competencies and Essential Skills

The activities in this section represent a sample of possible activities that can build language proficiency while

working with customers or being a customer. You can supplement these activities with a range of materials from

other sources. Below are the CLB competencies, Essential Skills and specific language skills that are addressed in

these activities. 

The activities in this section focus on the following language skills: 

• Inquiring about, comparing and requesting services and products; placing orders

• Understanding sales/service contracts

• Providing service, assistance, explanations, solutions to problems

• Making a complaint on the phone and face-to-face

• Responding to a complaint

• Requesting assistance

• Expressing concern and empathy

• Understanding information in warranties and sales contracts

E
S

These activities can help to develop the following Essential Skills:

• Oral Communication

• Work with Others

C
LB

While interacting with and as a customer:

� CLB 6–I: Open, maintain and close a short routine formal conversation.

� CLB 6–I: Express/respond to apology, regrets and excuses.

� CLB 6–III: Make a verbal request for an item.

� CLB 6–IV: Ask for and provide information in an interview related to daily activities.

� CLB 6–I: Identify specific factual details and inferred meanings in dialogues containing openings and

closings, …, apologies, regrets, excuses ….

� CLB 6–III: Demonstrate comprehension of details and speaker’s purpose in … requests.

� CLB 5–III: Identify factual details and some inferred meanings in moderately complex business/service

texts, including formatted texts.
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Introduction to Customer Relations

1 Think about your experiences as a customer. In a small group, discuss answers to these questions.

1. When shopping for groceries, clothes, or big-ticket items, do you go to big supermarkets and chain
stores, or would you rather shop in small stores? Why?

2. Do you ever shop in discount stores or outlets? What do you usually buy there?

3. Do you ever shop online? If so, what kinds of things do you purchase?

4. Do you ever buy used items? What kinds of used items do you buy? Where do you shop for them?

5. Have you ever met a salesperson who gave you exceptional service? What did the person do/say
that made it special?

Culture Note

In Canada, good customer service begins with a smile and a cheerful disposition. But it’s more than that. Whether
you are purchasing something, returning it or just making enquiries, everyone appreciates a salesperson who can
understand their needs and try to meet them. Happy customers are more likely to return to a particular store and
recommend it to others. And that is good for business!
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Shopping Expressions

Have you ever “shopped ’til you dropped” or bought a “lemon”? Do you like to window shop when you have nothing
better to do? Do you tend to shop around before making a purchase so you don’t end up paying “through the
nose”? There are a number of idiomatic expressions relating to shopping.

1 In pairs, discuss and write the meaning of the following expressions. Then decide which of the
expressions relates to a positive (P), negative (NEG) or neutral (N) experience. 

1. to pay through the nose NEG

You paid $3500 for the computer? Wow, you really paid through the nose!

2. (something is) dirt cheap

The jacket was dirt cheap. I only paid $18.00 for it.

3. to buy a lemon

That car has so many things wrong with it. I bought a lemon.

4. to shop around

Don’t buy it in the first store you see. Shop around.

5. to shop ’til you drop

I always try to get all my Christmas shopping done in one day. I just shop ’til I drop.

6. to window shop

I didn’t have any money so I was just window shopping.

7. to pay an arm and a leg

I know I paid an arm and a leg for the renovations but the guy did a great job.

8. shopaholic

My sister-in-law is a shopaholic. She just can’t stay away from shopping malls.

9. (to go on a) shopping spree

I got $1,000 for my birthday so I went on a shopping spree and spent it all in one day.

10. big-ticket item

There was a sale on washers, dryers and other big-ticket items.

2 Write a paragraph describing a shopping experience you have had. In your story, include two 
(or more) of the expressions above.
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Comparing Products

Many people compare products before they make a purchase, especially when buying big-ticket items. Comparison
shopping may involve reading flyers or visiting several stores and comparing features, prices and special offers.
Many people comparison shop online before going to the store to purchase the product. In today’s competitive
market, it is wise to shop around to be better informed as a customer.

1� Search for the website of a large store offering two different brands of an item in one of the
scenarios below (e.g., two different laser printers). Compare your findings by completing the table.
Decide which brand you would buy and give reasons why.

�

2 Find classmates who researched the same type of product as you did. Take turns presenting the
two brands you researched and their features. Explain your choice. As a group, compare all the
options presented and decide on the best brand of your product. Present your choice to the rest
of the class and give reasons why it is the best.

Brand 1 Brand 2

Price:

Features:

Additional Information:

Situation 1

You want to buy a laser printer. Your budget is $300. You are looking for a printer that will also fax and
scan. You do not need to print in colour.

Situation 2

You want to buy a microwave. Your budget is $150. You are looking for a small, compact microwave
with basic features, under 1.5 cu. ft. in size. You really like the look of stainless steel.

Situation 3

You want to buy a digital camera for your 14-year-old son. Your budget is $170. You are looking for a
user-friendly camera with a variety of features.
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Grammar in Context: Asking Questions

Being an informed customer involves asking questions before purchasing a product or service. You can ask a direct
question, such as a wh-question (using who, what, when, where, why, how) or a yes/no question. For example, Do
you have any in stock? or How much does it cost?

You can also ask similar questions in an indirect way. Indirect (embedded) questions can sound more polite, more
formal and less demanding than direct questions. For example:

Direct Indirect
Do you have any in stock? Can you tell me if you have any in stock?
How much does it cost? Can you tell me how much it costs? 

1 Complete the chart below by writing direct and indirect questions for each situation.

Direct Question Indirect Question

Ask about the person in charge Who is the person in charge? Can you tell me who the
person in charge is?

Ask about available dress colours

Ask about possible times the 
technician can come to your house

Ask about the location of the 
nearest store

Ask about reasons a serviceman
hasn’t arrived yet

Ask how often the car should 
be serviced
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Making Enquiries

1 Look at the advertisement below and write five direct questions you would ask if you were
interested in buying the piano.

2 With a partner, change your questions into indirect ones. 

3 With a partner, role-play making and responding to enquiries using the role cards below. 
Include direct and indirect questions in your dialogues. 

�

Situation 1: Student A

You would like to make a reservation at a hotel.
Pick a date and ask if there is a room available.
Inquire about the following:

• The type of room

• The cost (see if you can negotiate the price)

• If breakfast is included

• Parking

• Pool

• Proximity to tourist attractions

• Check in/out time

Situation 1: Student B

You work at a large hotel.

• You have two rooms still available: a room
with a queen size bed for $120 per night 
and another with two double beds for
$110.00 per night

• Continental breakfast is included

• Parking is $10.00 per day

• The hotel has a pool and an exercise room

• The hotel is close to a lot of tourist
attractions

• Check in time is 3:00 p.m. Check out is
11:00 a.m.

Grand piano for sale in the GTA: $850; 
Call 555-426-9785 for details

PIANO FOR SALE
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Making Enquiries (Cont.)

�

Situation 2: Student A

You want to buy a laptop computer. Ask about 
the following:

• The cost

• Screen size

• DVD burner

• Memory

• Speed

• Warranty

• Whether you can lease the computer instead
of buying it

Situation 2: Student B

You are selling a brand new laptop. Here are 
the details:

• Memory: 1 GB RAM

• Screen size: 14 inches

• Speed: 2.60 GHz

• It includes DVD burner

• 1 year warranty

• Cost: 1,299.00

Situation 3: Student A

You want to buy a used car. Your budget is
$9,000. Ask for information about the following:

• Make and model of the car

• Mileage

• Price (negotiate the price)

• Color

• Year of the car

• Whether or not it has power steering and
power windows

• Air conditioning

• Rust-proofing

• Whether or not it has ever been in an accident

• Why the seller is getting rid of the vehicle

• Warranty

Situation 3: Student B

You are selling a 2008 Honda Civic DX for
$10,000. It has 100,000 kms and comes with 
an extended warranty up to 160,000 km. 

• The car is silver. It has power steering and
power windows. It has no air conditioning.

• You have kept up the maintenance on the
vehicle (regular tune-ups and oil changes).
You also have the car rust-proofed every year.

• You have never been in an accident. You want
to sell the car because you are moving to
Europe.
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Enquiring About Services

1 Read the flyer below. Look up unfamiliar words in the dictionary.

ROYAL WINDS RD RECREATIONAL CENTRE

Fitness Classes (January 5–February 15)

Payment Options

Fitness Class Registration

To register for any of the fitness classes, you must become a member. All classes are included
with the membership fee. 

One Week Unlimited Pass

This gives you the opportunity to try out different classes and our weight room for a period of
one week. You may join scheduled classes as space permits. 

Pay-As-You-Go

This is a good way to try out a new activity or add extra workouts to your routine. Pay at the
door of designated classes as space permits. The fees for pay-as-you-go are the same as a one-
day membership.

Membership fees: You must be a member to participate in any classes. 

Membership � 1 day 1 week 6 months 1 year

Adult $10 $25 $200 $380

Older Adult (60+ yrs) $5 $20 $100 $160

Youth (16–18 yrs) $8 $20 $180 $300

Yoga (Mon: 9 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.)

An intense yoga class that builds strength
and flexibility. Recommended for
intermediate and advanced levels.

Boot Camp (Mon, Tue, Fri: 7 a.m.)

An exercise routine that builds strength
and endurance through intense training.

Box Fit (Tues, Thurs: 10 a.m. & 7 p.m.)

High-intensity class for learning proper
boxing techniques.

Pilates (Mon to Sat: 10 a.m., 1 p.m., 8
p.m.)

An exercise system that builds long, lean
muscles, particularly focusing on the core
muscles and lower body. Recommended for
advanced levels.

Pre/Post-Natal Fitness (Wed: 7:30 p.m.)

Fitness class designed for the specific
needs of women before and after giving
birth.

Weight Room (daily, 7 a.m.–10 p.m.)

You can use the pay-as-you go option for
weight rooms or take out a membership.
Check the chart for membership options.
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Enquiring About Services (Cont.)

2 Work in pairs. Use the role cards to make enquiries about the programs at Royal Winds. Use the
flyer to respond to your partner’s enquiries. When it is your turn to make enquiries, use the role
cards. When it is your turn to respond to enquiries, use the flyer. 

�

Student A: 

Situation 1

You want to join a box fit class at Royal Winds Recreation Centre. You have a very busy schedule and
you are not sure if you can make it to each class. 

Situation 2

You live in Chicago but are in town for a week visiting a friend. You want to keep up with your daily
workout routine while you are here. 

Situation 3 

You want to try a yoga class once to see if you like it. 

Student B: 

Situation 4

You just turned 72. You want to attend three different fitness classes and use the weight room. 
You spend the winter months in Florida. 

Situation 5

You are in high school and want to go to the Royal Winds every day after school to work out in the
weight room. You also want to take a box fit class in the winter and then a boot camp class.

Situation 6

You just made a New Year’s resolution to get in better shape. You want to join a Pilates class three
nights a week and use the weight room on Saturdays.
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Enquiring About Used Products

Many people buy and sell used items online using websites (e.g., Kijiji, Craig’s List, E-bay). If you want to sell
something, it is helpful to give a brief description of the item and include a picture. 

If you want to purchase something from these sites, you can make email enquiries to the sellers to ask for
additional information not included in the advertisement, or to inform the seller that you are interested in
purchasing the item. 

It is common to negotiate the price with the seller. Sometimes sellers will accept a lower offer; other times the
price will be firm.

1 Imagine you would like to sell a girl’s bicycle like the one below. Write a brief (three- to four-line)
description. Include information about the wheel size (20 inches), age and condition of the bike,
price and contact information. Exchange your description with a partner.

2 Write an email message to express interest in the bicycle and arrange to see it. 

3 Write brief descriptions for the items below and then role-play telephone calls to make enquiries.

4� Consider an item you need. Locate this item on a buy and sell website (e.g., Kijiji or Craigslist).
Report to the class about how easy it was to locate the item and about the details provided 
in the ad. 
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Placing an Order

Orders for goods and services can be placed on the Internet or over the phone. A typical phone order dialogue
includes the following:

Salesperson Customer/Client

• Greeting with company name, offering service • Greeting from the customer

• Asking for details • Requesting service or item(s)

• Clarifying and confirming information • Providing details

• Thanking and closing the conversation • Clarifying information

• Thanking and closing the conversation

1 Audio 3.7: Listen to a dialogue of someone placing an order for a car rental. Write the expressions
you hear for each category. 

1. Salesperson’s greeting

2. Salesperson offering service

3. Customer request

4. Asking for details (provide two examples)

5. Clarifying and confirming information

6. Thanking and closing the conversation

2 Answer the following questions.

1. What type of vehicle does Mr. Singh need? 

2. Why is it convenient for him to leave the car in Ottawa?

3. Are mileage and insurance included in the cost of the vehicle?

4. Will he have to pay extra to pick up the vehicle the day before?

5. Why do you think the salesperson only requests one type of payment (credit card)?

6. Do you think Mr. Singh is concerned about the cost of the rental? 

3 With a partner, prepare and role-play a dialogue ordering a cake for a friend’s birthday. 
Include some of the expressions above in your dialogue. 
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Placing an Order: Putting It in Practice

1 With a partner, role-play a dialogue to place an order using one of the following scenarios. 

�

Pizza
Tonight

Basic
tomato sauce, cheese

Classic
pepperoni, mushroom, green pepper

Vegetarian
mushroom, green pepper, tomato

Meat Galore
pepperoni, sausage, bacon

Extra toppings

* Available in thin, deep dish, regular or whole wheat crust.
  Extra toppings? Drinks? Ask us – we have it!

6.95

8.50

8.50

9.50

0.75

8.50

10.00

10.00

11.00

1.00

10.00

11.50

11.50

12.50

1.25

11.95

13.50

13.50

14.50

1.75

Medium
(6 slices)

Large
(8 slices)

X-Large
(10 slices)

Family
(12 slices)

Scenario 1: Student A (Salesperson)

You take telephone orders at a pizzeria. Greet the
customer and offer to take the order. Use the flyer
below to answer questions.

Information you need to give the customer
includes: 

• Details about specials (there is a two-for-one
special on large pepperoni pizzas)

• You have free delivery

• Time they can expect delivery

Respond appropriately if you do not know the
answer to any questions.

Information you need to ask the customer
includes: 

• Their order

• Their address

• How they will be paying: cash on delivery,
credit/debit card

Thank the customer for the order. End the call.

Scenario 1: Student B (Customer)

Information you want to get from the person
taking the order includes: 

• If there are any specials 

• If they have thin crust or whole wheat pizzas 

• How much they charge for extra toppings

• If they have free delivery

Information you need to give the person taking
the order includes: 

• Your order (choose the size, type of crust and
toppings based on your own family’s
preferences)

• An address where the pizza should be
delivered

• Method of payment: you will pay cash when
the delivery person arrives
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Placing an Order: Putting It in Practice (Cont.)

�

Name

Address

Item # Price Quantity Total Delivery Instructions

Scenario 2: Student A (Salesperson)

You are taking orders for items in a catalogue.
Greet the customer and offer your service. Take
the order (write notes on the form below).

Information you need from the customer includes:

• Name of item

• Order number

• Size

• Method of payment (cash on delivery, 
credit card)

• Name and address

• Specific delivery instructions the customer
might have

Information you need to give the customer
includes: 

• Confirm the cost of each item (girl’s dress:
$22.95; bathing suit: $24.99; clock: $10.99) 

• Repeat the order to confirm that it is correct
and provide the total cost of the order
($67.18 including taxes)

• There are no delivery charges

Respond appropriately if you do not know the
answer to any questions. 

Thank the customer for their order and end the call.

Scenario 2: Student B (Customer)

You would like to order a number of items from a
catalogue. Greet the order taker. State the reason
for the call.

Information you need to find out includes: 

• Total cost of the order

• Delivery date

• Delivery charges 

Information you need to give the person taking
the order includes: 

• Your order: girl’s dress (size 6, pink, order
#459883); woman’s bathing suit (size 10,
order #2223334); clock (order # 899999)

• Credit card information: VISA 100003232,
expiry date January 2012

• Delivery instructions: package should be left
at the side door if the delivery person comes
when you are not home
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Returning Items

All stores have some kind of a return policy. Some stores give full refunds; others only provide a store credit or
allow an exchange. 

In most stores, you need the sales receipt to return an item for a refund. Some may refund your money without a
receipt under certain conditions. It is best to check the store’s return policy before you purchase anything that you
think you may need to return. Usually you cannot return items that were bought on sale, especially if the tag says
All Sales Are Final.

Here are some conditions that apply in most stores selling these products:

• Video games, DVDs or computer software can only be returned if the package has not been opened.

• Clothing items generally need to have the sales tag still attached.

• Intimate apparel (underwear) often cannot be returned.

1 In small groups, discuss whether or not you think you would get a refund in the following situations. 

1. You bought a bathing suit but didn’t have time to try it on at the store. When you tried it on at
home, you found that it was too small.

2. You bought a jar of expensive face cream at the pharmacy. The first time you used it, you had 
an allergic reaction.

3. You bought a pair of winter boots. The tag on the boots said they were waterproof, but the first
time you wore them, your feet were soaked.

4. You ordered an appetizer in a restaurant and didn’t like it when you tasted it.

5. You bought a sofa from a large department store. When it was delivered, you realized the color
didn’t match the rest of the décor.

6. You bought a shirt for your son in a small clothing store. When he tried it on at home, you found
that it was too big and one of the buttons was missing.

7. You bought the wrong kind of peanut butter and didn’t realize it until you opened the jar.

8. You bought a pair of shoes for your seven-year-old daughter. After she wore them a few times, 
she told you they were uncomfortable and she didn’t want to wear them anymore.

9. You bought a bottle of wine from the liquor store. After drinking half the bottle, you noticed there
was sediment at the bottom.

10. You had a party and someone brought a case of beer. By the end of the night, only six of the 
24 bottles of beer had been consumed. You don’t like beer. 
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Return Policies

Return policies vary from store to store. In general, large stores are more likely to refund your money than smaller
stores, which may only allow exchanges or in-store credits. 

You can get information about a company’s return policy from the following sources:

• The back of your receipt

• The company’s website

• A sign in the store

1 Read the return policy. Circle true or false below.

1. The store has a 30-day return policy. T F

2. If a DVD is not working properly, you can return it for a refund. T F

3. You can return something after 30 days with a receipt. T F

4. You can return a bathing suit if the hygienic strip has been taken off. T F

5. You can’t return shoes if they have any marks on them. T F

6. Undergarments can be returned within 30 days with a receipt. T F

7. If you want to return anything, it has to be in its original packaging. T F

Return Policy

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you can return it for a refund or exchange
within 60 days provided that you have proof of purchase (a valid sales receipt) and the items are
still in their original packaging. 

Returns of video and computer games, CDs and DVDs, will only be accepted if the package has
not been opened. In the event of a manufacturing defect, we will gladly exchange it for the
identical item. 

Returns made before 30 days will be exchanged, credited to your account or refunded on a store
credit card. Items returned after 30 days with a receipt will only be refunded on a store credit card.

No refunds will be given for the following:

• Items that have been altered in any way

• Items that have been used and are not in saleable condition

• Shoes that are worn or scuffed 

• Swimwear if the hygienic strip is missing 

• Intimate apparel (for hygienic reasons)
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Return Policies (Cont.)

2 You have received either a word card or a definition card. Find the person in the class whose word
or definition matches yours. Then, with your partner, practise using the word/phrase in sentences.
Present the word, its meaning and your sentences to the rest of the class.

�

Definition: underwear intimate apparel

Definition: a strip of plastic commonly placed
on an area of a bathing suit or undergarment for
hygienic reasons

hygienic strip

Definition: with a mark (e.g., on shoes) after
they have been used

scuffed

Definition: when an item is in perfect condition
for selling

saleable condition

Definition: changed from the original (e.g., a
dress that has been hemmed)

altered

Definition: when money is refunded to the
original source of payment (e.g., debit, credit
or store gift card)

credited to your account

Definition: exactly the sameidentical

Definition: something wrong with the item
because it wasn’t made properly by the
manufacturer

manufacturing defect
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Warranties

Guarantees and warranties are written promises made by manufacturers or retailers that they will repair or replace
either the entire product or specific parts of a product if it is defective in any way. Warranties often come with
conditions, and it is a good idea to find out what those are before purchasing an item. Here are some things to
consider when looking at a warranty:

• How long is the warranty period? 

• Does the warranty cover the entire product or only certain parts? 

• If there is a manufacturer’s defect, will the item be replaced or repaired?

• Who pays the shipping charges if the item needs to be sent back to the manufacturer?

• If it is repaired, is the labour included?

• Who is responsible for repairing the product? 

• Do repairs have to be made by an authorized dealer to keep the warranty in effect? 

Most warranties are labeled “full” or “limited.” A full warranty is one that will repair, replace, or refund money on a
consumer product within the warranty period. A limited warranty has some limitations on what is covered.

1 Read the following warranty for an electrical appliance.

Limited Warranty: 

This product is warranted by the manufacturer for
two years from the date of original purchase against
defects in workmanship and/or materials. Parts that
are defective during the two-year period will either be
repaired or replaced at our discretion. 

This warranty does not include damage to the product
resulting from accident, misuse, Acts of God, or repairs
performed by unauthorized personnel. If the product
becomes defective within the warranty period, contact
the manufacturer for instructions. Have your original
sales receipt ready.

For warranty service, contact:

Customer Service
Panchu Electronics Inc.
Tel.: (555)-555-9800
Fax: (555)-555-9800
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Warranties (Cont.)

2 Find these words/phrases in the text. Guess their meanings from the context and compare 
with a dictionary. 

I think it means … It really means …

1. workmanship

2. at our discretion 

3. misuse

4. Acts of God

5. unauthorized personnel

3 Answer the following questions.

1. How long is the warranty period?

2. What makes this a “limited” warranty?

3. Who decides if the faulty item will be repaired or replaced?

4. If you drop the item and it gets damaged, is it covered under this warranty?

5. If you leave the item outside and it is struck by lightening, is it covered under this warranty?

6. If your Uncle Joe decides to fix the item and is unsuccessful, is it covered under this warranty?

7. According to the warranty, what should a customer do if a product becomes defective?

4 Find a warranty for a product you own, and bring it to class. In small groups, list the conditions in
the warranty. Discuss the questions.

1. Would you buy a “big-ticket” item without a warranty? In what circumstances?

2. Would you buy an extended warranty? In what circumstances?
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Making and Handling Complaints

If you have a complaint about a product or service, there are several steps you can take. First, you can speak to a
customer service representative at the store. If you are not successful in resolving your complaint, you can ask to
speak to the manager of the store. If that doesn’t work, you can write to or call the head office, if it is a large
company. If you are dealing with a small store, you have fewer options available for resolving a complaint. 

If you are a customer making a complaint to a customer service representative, you need to:
• State the problem

• Say what you want done about it 

If you are a customer making a complaint to a manager or head office:
• Restate the problem 

• Summarize the steps you have already taken to resolve the issue

If you are a customer service representative handling a complaint, you need to:
• Apologize to the customer 

• Express empathy

• Clarify facts

• Explain what you can or cannot do to resolve the problem

You may also need to report the complaint to a supervisor orally or in writing.

1 Audio 3.8: Listen to someone making a complaint. Put the steps of the complaint process listed
below in the correct order.

Customer Manager

� State the complaint � Apologize to the customer

� Summarize the steps already taken � Express empathy
to resolve the issue � Clarify the facts

� Say what you want done � Explain what you can do to resolve the
problem

2 Listen again and answer the following questions.

1. What is the customer complaining about?

2. What does she want done about it?

3. Describe the customer’s tone of voice when she expresses her complaint.

4. How does the manager express empathy?

5. How does the manager clarify the facts?

6. How does Mrs. Smith’s account of the events change?

7. What does the manager do to resolve the problem?
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Making and Handling Complaints: Putting It in Practice

1 With a partner, role-play a dialogue to make and handle a complaint for one of the following situations.

�

Situation 1

You ordered a new sofa bed from a large department store. When the delivery people brought it into
your living room, they made a huge scratch on the floor. You are responsible for any damages to your
apartment. Call the store. Explain what the problem is and what you want done about it.

Situation 2

You booked a hotel room for one night. While you are there, some guests in a room down the hall are
having a party. They are making a lot of noise and you can’t sleep. Call the front desk and ask to speak
to the manager. Describe the problem and what you want done about it. 

Situation 3

You have arranged for a technician from a cable company to come to your home at a certain time on a
specific day. You took the day off work so you could be home when the technician arrived, but he or she
didn’t show up. You still want the cable installed but cannot afford to take another day off work. Call
the cable company. Describe the problem and what you want done about it. 

Situation 4

You ordered a meal in a restaurant. When the meal came, there were fries instead of the mashed potatoes
that you had ordered, and the food was cold. When you complained to the waiter, he was rude to you
and insisted that the order was correct. He offered to take it back and warm it up without replacing the
fries with mashed potatoes. Ask to speak to the manager. Describe the problem with the food and the
waiter’s attitude. Say what you want done to solve the problem. 
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This section includes activities that can help learners develop the skills and background knowledge needed to
interact as a customer and with a customer. These skills include: comparing products, enquiring about products
and services, placing orders, understanding return policies and warranties, and making and handling complaints.
You can use all or some of the activities in this chapter in the order they are presented or choose the activities
that are of interest to the learners you teach.

The activities have been guided by the CLB performance conditions relating to LINC 5. If you want to develop
your own activities, consider the performance conditions below.

Performance Conditions

Speaking:

• Context is mostly familiar or clear and predictable, but moderately demanding (real world environment,
limited support)

• Topics are familiar, personally relevant and mostly concrete

Listening:

• Instructions are clear and explicit, with some visual clues, not always presented step by step

• Learner is adequately briefed for focused listening and may require one or two repetitions

• Speech is clear and slower to normal

• Exchanges are approximately two to five minutes in length, or five to eight turns, each turn three to
five sentences

This chapter includes Putting It in Practice activities, which allow learners to demonstrate and apply their
knowledge and skills in a communication task. These tasks can be used for formative assessment of
learner progress.

� p. 291 | Introduction to Customer Relations

A warm-up activity that introduces the content of the chapter

1 Have learners discuss questions in pairs or small groups and take them up as a class.

Extend the Activity: Discuss the Culture Note and ask learners to compare customer service in Canada
to that of other countries.

� p. 292 | Shopping Expressions

Introduces common idioms relating to shopping

1 Ask learners to brainstorm a list of familiar expressions relating to shopping before you introduce the
expressions on this page. Then have learners discuss the meaning of the expressions on the handout.
Learners can refer to the sentences under each expression to help them determine the meaning. 
Have learners decide whether each expression conveys a positive, negative or neutral shopping
experience. Take up the answers as a class.

Extend the Activity: Have learners interview each other in pairs on their shopping experiences. 
Have them use the expressions in their questions and/or answers.

2 Ask learners to write a paragraph using at least two of the expressions. They should edit their work
before submitting it for feedback (from other learners or instructor) or posting it on the class wiki.
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� p. 293 | Comparing Products

Provides practice expressing comparisons and describing features of a product

1 Introduce the activity by eliciting from learners their habits and experiences with comparison shopping.
Then have them choose one of the situations and find web pages with information about two different
brands of the product they selected. Learners should complete the chart with information about both brands
and decide which is better.

2 Have learners form three groups based on whether they researched and compared the laser printer,
the microwave, or the digital camera. They take turns presenting the brands they selected as the best
option (from activity 1). Then, as a group, they decide which product is the best. Learners can elect a
spokesperson to present the group’s selection to the rest of the class.

Extend the Activity: Learners write a paragraph describing their brand of choice and why they chose it.

� p. 294 | Grammar in Context: Asking Questions

Provides practice asking direct and indirect questions to make enquiries

1 You can introduce this activity by reviewing the construction of direct and indirect questions. You could
write examples of each on the board and then have learners describe the differences and deduce the
grammar rule. Tell learners that indirect questions sound more polite than direct questions and are often
used at the beginning of a conversation when someone is making a request.

� p. 295 | Making Enquiries

Provides practice in making enquiries using indirect questions

1 Extend the Activity: With a partner, learners role-play a telephone dialogue that requires them to make
an enquiry about the piano using the questions they wrote.

3 Before this activity, elicit possible phrases for opening and closing the conversation and possible strategies
for responding to questions they don’t know the answer to. In each of the three situations, student 1
(the customer) will be asking a question that student 2 (the salesperson) has no information about on
the card. Ask them to brainstorm some polite responses (e.g., I’m not sure about that – let me ask the manager;
Would you mind holding while I ask the manager?; I can find out for you; could you hold for just a moment?).

Ask learners to role-play a telephone call to make an enquiry about one of the three situations. They can
use both direct and indirect questions in their dialogues. Have them present their role-plays to the class.
Learners can also add their own questions about the item in each situation.

Some specific explanations may be required for each situation. For example:

Situation 1: Learners are making an enquiry for a hotel reservation and will be asking if the price is
negotiable. Discuss possible questions the customer might ask (e.g., Is the price negotiable? Is there
anything cheaper? Can I get a cheaper rate if I stay two nights instead of one?).

Situation 2: Learners are enquiring about a laptop for sale. Discuss polite responses the salesperson could
offer about whether or not the computer can be leased (e.g., I’m not sure about that – let me ask the manager;
Would you mind holding while I ask the manager?; I can find out for you; could you hold for a moment?).

Situation 3: Some of the questions learners ask require the use of present perfect tense (e.g., Has the car
ever been in an accident?). You could review this structure, if needed.
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� p. 297 | Enquiring About Services

Provides practice in making enquiries about a service

1 You can introduce the topic by asking if anyone in the class goes to a gym, if they have a gym membership,
or if they have ever attended a fitness class in Canada. Have learners read the flyer so that they are familiar
with the types of programs and membership options available at the Royal Winds Recreational Centre.
Ask them to underline any unfamiliar words and discuss the meanings. They could look them up in a
dictionary before presenting the definition to the class.

Extend the Activity: You could use the flyer to practise scanning for specific details. Begin by describing
scanning techniques (e.g., looking at headings, tables, focusing on the center of a sentence). Then have
learners practise by asking questions (e.g., When is the weight room open?) and having them scan the flyer
for the answers. You could have them keep the flyer face down until you ask a question, then give them 
a time limit to find the answer.

In a class discussion, ask learners which programs and membership options would suit them and why.

2 First, give learner A a role card (with three situations on it) and learner B the flyer. Partner A begins by
making enquiries about his/her situations while partner B responds by referring to the flyer. Then give
partner B his/her role card, and have partner B ask questions (using his/her role card) and partner A
responds using the flyer. Have a class discussion about which membership option was the most suitable
for each of the situations.

� p. 299 | Enquiring About Used Products

Offers opportunities to practise describing products and making enquiries

Introduce the topic by asking learners if they have ever purchased a used item, where they bought it
(e.g., a thrift store, garage sale, online). Find out if learners have used websites such as Craig’s List,
eBay or Kijiji. You can also discuss advantages and disadvantages of buying used items. Elicit/discuss the
procedure for enquiring about and buying a used item that is advertised online.

1 Learners can evaluate each other’s descriptions for completeness.

2 This activity can be done in the computer lab. Ask learners to imagine they are interested in buying the
bicycle and write an email message to the seller. The message could include: an opening statement
expressing their interest in the bicycle; a question about when they can look at the bike; a question about
the seller’s address. Learners can respond to each other’s messages.

3 Assign or have learners select one of the three items and write a brief description about it. Possible things
to include in the description are size, color, brand name, age, features, asking price and contact information.
Ask learners to exchange their descriptions with a partner and role-play a call of enquiry using their partner’s
description. Instruct them to use direct and indirect questions in their enquiry. If this activity is done in
the computer lab, learners could exchange emails asking when and where to call before doing the role-play.
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� p. 300 | Placing an Order

Introduces expressions used in ordering goods or services

1 Ask learners if they have ever ordered anything online or by phone, and what it was. Ask if they have
ever rented a car (and if so, how they did it). After learners listen and write the phrases for each function,
elicit additional phrases (not in the listening text) for the language functions.

Answers

1. XYZ Car Rental. George Wong speaking.

2. How may I help you?

3. Hello. I’m calling to reserve a van for the coming long weekend.

4. For example: First of all, can I have your name?: Now, could I have your address please?…

5. Could you spell that for me?; So, that’s M-1-N-2-P-3; Now what kind of vehicle did you say you
needed?; Okay, so that’s 222-3333, extension 444?

6. Thank you for renting from XYZ Car Rental. See you on Thursday.

Audio 3.7: Transcript

Dialogue about renting a car

George: XYZ Car Rental. George Wong speaking. How may I help you today?

Customer: Hello. I’m calling to reserve a van for the coming long weekend. I’ll be moving to Ottawa that weekend.

George: Okay. First of all, can I have your name please?

Customer: Parminder Singh.

George: Could you spell that for me?

Customer: Yes, it’s P as in Peter, then a-r-m-i-n-d-e-r. S as in Sam, then i-n-g-h.

George: Okay, thanks Mr. Singh. Now, could I have your address please?

Customer: 123 Anywhere Road, Toronto, Ontario, M1N 2P3.

George: So that’s M – 1 – N – 2 – P – 3?

Customer: Right.

George: Could I have your daytime telephone number?

Customer: (555) 222-3333, ext. 444.

George: Okay, so that’s 222-3333, extension 444?

Customer: Yes, that’s right.

George: Thanks. Now, what kind of vehicle did you say you needed?

Customer: I need a van that seats six people.

George: Okay, well we have a Ford Windstar that would easily fit six people. Would that be okay?

Customer: Sure, that would be great.

George: When do you need it for?

Customer: Next Friday, for the long weekend.

George: Okay. What time would you like to pick it up?

Customer: 9 in the morning.
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Audio 3.7: Transcript (continued)

George: Ohhh, sorry, our vehicles are only available from 3 p.m. on.

Customer: Oh – but I really need it earlier. I’m driving to Ottawa that day.

George: Perhaps you could reserve the van on Thursday.

Customer: Um, that’s an idea. But would I have to pay for the extra day if I picked it up late Thursday evening?

George: Well, I could probably give it to you for half price.

Customer: Okay, that’s fine. It looks like that’s the only way I can get an early start on Friday.

George: Uh-huh. Would you like to drop off the van in Ottawa?

Customer: I didn’t know I could do that.

George: Yes, we have a one-way rental. It is more expensive, however. The rate is $38.00 per day plus mileage,
insurance, and all applicable taxes. You have to pay for your own gas and you’ll need to return the vehicle with
the gas tank full, or we will charge you extra. We have an office in downtown Ottawa near the Parliament Buildings.
Would that be convenient?

Customer: Yes. That’s great.

George: Okay – so to book the vehicle, I’ll need your credit card number.

Customer: Okay, I can give you my VISA number. It’s 123-456-789.

George: Thanks. And the expiry date?

Customer: It’s 08/2012.

George: So you’ll be returning the van in downtown Ottawa?

Customer: Yes. That’s right.

George: On which day?

Customer: Monday morning.

George: Good. Please make sure it’s there before 9 a.m., or we’ll have to charge you for another day.

Customer: Okay, that’s fine.

George: I think that’s everything, Mr. Singh. I’ll prepare the rental contract and we’ll have everything ready for
you to sign next Thursday. Thank you for renting from XYZ Car Rental. See you on Thursday.

Customer: Okay. Thanks. Goodbye.

2 Have learners listen to the dialogue again and answer the comprehension questions.

Answers

1. A van that seats six people

2. Because he is moving to Ottawa

3. No. The cost of the rental is $38.00 per day, not including mileage and insurance

4. Yes, but only half the price of a full-day rental

5. To ensure the rental company can get paid if something happens to the vehicle

6. Learners must make an inference based on what they heard. Mr. Singh never asks about the cost of
the vehicle, so one could infer that issues other than cost are more important to him (e.g., type and
availability of vehicle)
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� p. 301 | Placing an Order: Putting It in Practice

Provides an opportunity to demonstrate knowledge and skills in making enquiries and placing orders

Learners work in pairs with one person playing the role of the salesperson and the other the customer.
Ask them to read their role card and think of questions they would like to ask (if they are the customer) 
or look at the flyer and think about the information they will need to give the customer (if they are 
the salesperson).

This task can be used for formative assessment purposes. The results of the assessment can help you and
learners determine what still needs to be worked on.

The task relates to the CLB competencies below. You can use the sample assessment criteria below to
assess learners, or develop your own criteria based on what you have taught. Learners can also assess
themselves or each other using the same criteria. For more information on assessing learner progress, see the
LINC 5–7 Curriculum Guidelines, pp. 37–45.

� p. 303 | Returning Items

Provides background information on making returns; gives opportunities to discuss situations relating to making returns

1 Have a class discussion about learners’ experiences with returning items. Then, in pairs or small groups,
learners discuss each situation and decide whether or not the item can be returned.

Extend the Activity: You could use this activity to teach the second conditional by eliciting from learners
what they would do if any of the situations happened to them.

Answers

1. Normally you can’t return a bathing suit; however, a store might take it back if the hygienic strip
has not been removed.

2. Some chain pharmacies will give you your money back if the cream causes an allergic reaction.

3. If the manufacturer claims the boots are waterproof and you can prove that they are not, the store
has to give you your money back.

4. Even though there may be no reason to return the dish (other than taste preference), the restaurant
may offer to replace the item to keep the customer happy.

5. You will probably be able to return the couch but you may be responsible for a pick-up charge.

6. You may have difficulty getting a refund since the item was purchased at a small store. You may be
offered an in-store credit or an exchange for a larger size.

� CLB 6-I: Open, maintain and close a short routine formal conversation.

� CLB 6-III: Make a verbal request for an item.

� CLB 6-IV: Ask for and provide information in an interview related to daily activities.

Sample Assessment Criteria

Holistic: � Completes the task as required; speaks intelligibly; listener can follow

Analytic: � Explains the nature of enquiry and the information needed

� Provides necessary details

� Asks relevant questions

� Summarizes and repeats back. Offers thanks for the help and the information
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Answers (continued)

7. Once the jar has been opened, you cannot return it.

8. It is unlikely a store will accept a return on a pair of shoes after they have been worn. However, if the
shoes have no visible marks on the soles and are in saleable condition, you may be able to return them.

9. Yes, you can return the bottle even if you have drunk some of it.

10. You cannot return an opened case of beer.

� p. 304 | Return Policies

Introduces common terms in a return policy

1 Answers

1. F 5. T

2. F. You can return it for an exchange. 6. F

3. T 7. F. This only applies to video and computer games,

4. F CDs and DVDs.

2 This is a vocabulary development activity relating to return policies. It could be done before the reading
on the return policy to introduce the vocabulary. Cut out the word and definition cards and distribute
them to learners. Each learner finds his/her match and makes up a sentence or two using the word they
have been given.

Alternatively, you could have learners work in groups with a set of all the cards. As a group, they match
the words with the definitions and try to use them in sentences.

� p. 306 | Warranties

Introduces common terms in a product warranty

1 You could introduce this activity by eliciting learners’ knowledge of and experience with warranties
(e.g., what they are, what kinds of products have them, what they typically include). Have learners
read the information box at the top of the page and discuss unfamiliar vocabulary or concepts. Then have
them read the sample warranty.

3 Answers

1. Two years

2. It does not include damages resulting from an accident, misuse, Acts of God, or repairs performed by
unauthorized personnel.

3. The manufacturer

4. No

5. No

6. No

7. Contact the manufacturer for instructions and keep the original sales receipt.
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� p. 308 | Making and Handling Complaints

Provides information on and practise with making and handling complaints

You can introduce this activity by eliciting learners’ experiences of making or handling customer complaints,
using the following questions:

If you weren’t happy with a product or service, would you complain? Why? Who would you complain to?

If you have made a complaint before, what was it about? What did you do? Was the issue resolved?

Is it common or uncommon to make complaints in your previous country?

1 Before the listening activity, discuss/elicit the steps involved in making a complaint (for a customer or a
salesperson), and language strategies for handling each step in the process (e.g., phrases for expressing
empathy, such as I’m sorry about that, etc.). Have learners listen for each step of the complaint process.
Learners can check off the steps as they hear them.

2 Learners listen to the recording a second time and answer the questions.

Answers

1. She is complaining about a carpet cleaning service.

2. She would like to have her money refunded.

3. Frustrated and angry

4. He says “I’m sorry to hear you weren’t happy with our service. I can see that 10 minutes certainly is
not enough time to clean such a large rug.”

5. He asks several questions about what time Rick arrived, how long he stayed, whether Mrs. Smith
noticed any improvement in the rug at all.

6. First she said the cleaner stayed for 10 minutes, then it changed to 20 and later it was 30 minutes.

7. He offers to go to her house and look at the rug to see if anything more can be done.

Audio 3.8: Transcript

Someone making a complaint

Call 1

Manager: Hello, Sudsy Carpet Cleaning. Jim Taylor speaking.

Mrs. Smith: Hi. This is Mrs. Smith calling.

Manager: Oh, hello Mrs. Smith. What can I do for you today?

Mrs. Smith: (frustrated tone of voice) Well, I’m actually calling to make a complaint about the work done by one
of your carpet cleaners.

Manager: Really, what seems to be the problem?

Mrs. Smith: (in an increasingly angry voice) Well, first of all, Rick – I think that was the name of the man who
came to my place – arrived about four hours later than when he said he would. And then when he did come, he
only stayed about 10 minutes to clean my rug, which is eight by eleven feet! He did a terrible job. The carpet is
still dirty and I really expected much better service from your company. I’d like my money back!

Manager: Oh, Mrs. Smith, I’m sorry to hear you weren’t happy with our service. I can see that 10 minutes certainly
is not enough time to clean such a large rug. So can you tell me what time Rick arrived?

Mrs. Smith: I think he arrived at 1 p.m.
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Audio 3.8: Transcript (continued)

Manager: Okay, and you said he only stayed for 10 minutes?

Mrs. Smith: Hmm, maybe it was more like 20 minutes. Yeah, I think he left at 1:30.

Manager: And after the cleaning did you see any improvement in the rug at all?

Mrs. Smith: Well, maybe a little bit. But it’s still quite dirty.

Manager: Well, I can’t promise that we can refund your money. What I’ll do is talk to Rick, and get back to you
within the next hour or so. Then we can talk about it further. Would that be okay?

Mrs. Smith: Yes, thanks.

Call 2

Manager: Hi, Mrs. Smith, it’s Jim Taylor here.

Mrs. Smith: Hi Jim.

Manager: So I spoke to Rick. What he told me was that the rug was quite old and had a lot of stains that had
been there for a long time. You know, sometimes old stains don’t come out even with professional cleaning. But I
want you to be happy with our service, Mrs. Smith. So here’s what I can do for you. If you’d like, I can come out
to your home and look at the rug myself to see if there is anything more we can do.

Mrs. Smith: Well, okay. You won’t charge me anything extra, will you?

Manager: No, of course not. We want you to be happy. When would be a convenient time for me to come over?

Mrs. Smith: Can you come this Saturday, some time before noon? I have to go out in the afternoon.

Manager: Certainly. How about 10:00 a.m.?

Mrs. Smith: Yeah, that would be fine.

Manager: Okay, so let me just confirm your address. You are at 222 First Street, apartment 501.

Mrs. Smith: Yes, that’s right.

Manager: Okay, Mrs. Smith. I’ll see you this Saturday, January 26th, at 10:00 a.m.

Mrs. Smith: Okay, great. Thank you.

Manager: My pleasure. Have a great day.

Mrs. Smith: You too. Thanks. Bye.

Manager: Bye for now.

� p. 309 | Making and Handling Complaints: Putting It in Practice

Provides an opportunity for learners to demonstrate their knowledge and skills in making and handling complaints

There are four situations provided. You can either assign a situation to learners or have them select one.
Learners work in pairs with one person playing the role of the customer service representative and the
other playing the role of the customer. Ask them to read their situation and think of how they would
make or handle the complaint.

Performing this task requires learners to integrate a number of skills and language abilities involved in
making and handling complaints. This task can be used for formative assessment purposes. The results
of the assessment can help you and learners determine what still needs to be worked on.

This task relates to the CLB competencies below. You can use the sample assessment criteria to assess learners,
or develop your own criteria based on what you have taught. Learners can also assess themselves or each
other using the same assessment criteria. For more information on assessing learner progress, see the LINC 5–7
Curriculum Guidelines, pp. 37–45.
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� CLB 6-I: Open, maintain and close a short routine formal conversation.

� CLB 6-I: Express/respond to apology, regrets, excuses.

� CLB 6-III: Make a formal suggestion; provide a reason.

� CLB 6-IV: Ask for and provide information in an interview related to daily activities.

Sample Assessment Criteria

Holistic: � Completes the task as required; speaks intelligibly; listener can follow

Analytic: � Explains the nature of enquiry and the information needed

� Provides necessary details

� Asks relevant questions

� Summarizes and repeats back. Offers thanks for the help and the information


